
1 Billion Years Ago
Excessive heat underneath the Earth’s

crust caused the continental crust to split.
As the plates moved apart, magma

worked its way upward, forming new
crust. The Iapetus Ocean was formed
between the two plates,  one of which

contained the Adirondack Mountains that
you see across the lake to the west. Where

you stand today would have been at the
bottom of this shallow sea.

450 Million Years Ago

“Subduction” is when crustal plates move together again
pushing one plate over the other. In the Iapetus Ocean, the

older rocks were thrust over a layer of younger rocks,
creating volcanic mountains in the ocean. The many layers
of sediments at the bottom of the ocean eventually formed

the rocks that now underly the Champlain Valley.

400 Million Years Ago
The grey, layered rock you see along the lakeshore
was once soft mud at the bottom of the ocean, now
solidified into shale. The white stripes are part of the
evidence for the intense changes this rock experienced
during the mountain-building that accompanied the
colliding plates. These stripes are made of the mineral
calcite, which was squeezed out of the rock under
very high pressures. This deformation also created all
the fractures that helped the rock erode into pebbly
beaches like the one you are standing on.

Today the Champlain
Valley consists of of the
Adirondacks, Green
Mountains and Lake
Champlain.  Vermont and
its surrounding evolved
from a small shallow sea
juxtaposing the North
American Craton to the
present day Champlain Sea
separating Vermont from
New York.

Today

ELM SWAMP
A BILLION YEARS IN THE MAKING

A BILLION YEARS AGO, you would have been
standing near a soaring mountain range on a giant
continent called Pangea. The rocks you see today were
formed on the floor of an ancient ocean that divided that
continent as plates in the Earth’s crust moved apart.
Today’s Green Mountains formed as these plates
eventually collided again, closing the ancient ocean and
forcing the bottom sediments up into new mountains.
The finishing touches to the scene you see today
occurred when glaciers scoured the landscape 15,000
years ago, rounding the mountain peaks and helping
form the valley that now holds Lake Champlain.


